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Sams Teach Yourself Node.js in 24 Hours - George Ornbo 2012-09-05
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, Sams Teach Yourself Node.js in 24
Hours will help you master the Node.js platform and use it to build
server-side applications with extraordinary speed and scalability. Using
this text’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll move from basic
installation, configuration, and programming all the way through realtime messaging between browser and server, testing and deployment.
Every lesson and case-study application builds on what you’ve already
learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation for real-world success! Stepby-step instructions carefully walk you through the most common
Node.js development tasks. Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each
chapter help you test your knowledge. By the Way notes present valuable
additional information related to the discussion. Did You Know? tips offer
advice or show you easier ways to perform tasks. Watch Out! cautions
alert you to possible problems and give you advice on how to avoid them.
Learn how to… · Create end-to-end applications entirely in JavaScript ·
Master essential Node.js concepts like callbacks and quickly create your
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first program · Create basic sites with the HTTP module and Express web
framework · Manage data persistence with Node.js and MongoDB ·
Debug and test Node.js applications · Deploy Node.js applications to
thirdparty services, such as Heroku and Nodester · Build powerful realtime solutions, from chat servers to Twitter clients · Create JSON APIs
using JavaScript on the server · Use core components of the Node.js API,
including processes, child processes, events, buffers, and streams ·
Create and publish a Node.js module
SQL the One - Uday Arumilli 2016-12-17
"Congratulations! You are going to WIN your next SQL Server interview.
“SQL The One” book can guide you to achieve the success in your next
interview. This book covers Microsoft SQL Server interview experiences,
questions and answers for a range of SQL DBA’s and SQL Server
Professionals. All of these questions have been collected from the people
who attended interviews at various multinational companies across the
world. It also covers “How to prepare for a SQL DBA interview?” and
“How to become an expert in your career?” Salient Features of Book All
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interview questions are asked in various MNC Covers 1090 real time
questions and answers 254 questions on SQL Server Performance Tuning
Covers all SQL Server HA & DR features 316 questions on SQL Server
HA & DR features Lots of scenario based questions Covers SQL Server
2005, 2008, 2008 R2, 2012, 2014 and 2016 Questions are categorized Indepth explanations An Interview Experience with Microsoft Useful as a
reference guide for SQL DBA Interview preparation
BeagleBone Cookbook - Mark A. Yoder 2015-04-03
BeagleBone is an inexpensive web server, Linux desktop, and electronics
hub that includes all the tools you need to create your own
projects—whether it’s robotics, gaming, drones, or software-defined
radio. If you’re new to BeagleBone Black, or want to explore more of its
capabilities, this cookbook provides scores of recipes for connecting and
talking to the physical world with this credit-card-sized computer. All you
need is minimal familiarity with computer programming and electronics.
Each recipe includes clear and simple wiring diagrams and example code
to get you started. If you don’t know what BeagleBone Black is, you
might decide to get one after scanning these recipes. Learn how to use
BeagleBone to interact with the physical world Connect force, light, and
distance sensors Spin servo motors, stepper motors, and DC motors
Flash single LEDs, strings of LEDs, and matrices of LEDs Manage realtime input/output (I/O) Work at the Linux I/O level with shell commands,
Python, and C Compile and install Linux kernels Work at a high level
with JavaScript and the BoneScript library Expand BeagleBone’s
functionality by adding capes Explore the Internet of Things
CompTIA IT Fundamentals+ FC0-U61 Cert Guide - Mark Edward Soper
2018-12-10
This is the eBook version of the print title. Note that the eBook does not
provide access to the practice test software that accompanies the print
book. Learn, prepare, and practice for CompTIA IT Fundamentals FC0U61 exam success with this CompTIA Cert Guide from Pearson IT
Certification, a leader in IT Certification learning. Master CompTIA IT
Fundamentals FC0-U61 exam topics Assess your knowledge with
practice questions Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks
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Practice with realistic exam questions Get practical guidance for next
steps and more advanced certifications CompTIA IT Fundamentals Cert
Guide is a best-of-breed exam study guide. Leading IT certification
expert Mark Edward Soper shares preparation hints and test-taking tips,
helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual
knowledge and hands-on skills. Material is presented in a concise
manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of
exam topics. The book presents you with an organized test preparation
routine through the use of proven series elements and techniques. Exam
topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation
Tasks help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly. Review
questions help you assess your knowledge, and a final preparation
chapter guides you through tools and resources to help you craft your
final study plan. Well regarded for its level of detail, assessment features,
and challenging review questions and exercises, this CompTIA study
guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that will allow you
to succeed on the exam the first time. The CompTIA study guide helps
you master all the topics on the IT Fundamentals exam, including: IT
concepts and terminology, including data types, input, processing,
output, storage, the value of data and information, and basic
troubleshooting methods Infrastructure, including I/O hardware,
peripheral setup/installation, internal computer components, Internet
service types, storage types, computing devices, and networking
Applications and software, including software management, operating
system components, software types and uses, application architecture
and delivery models, web browser configuration, application concepts,
and best practices Software development concepts, including types of
programming languages, programming organization techniques and
logic, and basic programming concepts Database concepts, purposes,
structures, and interfaces Security issues, including confidentiality,
integrity, and availability; device security; behavioral security;
authentication and authorization; password best practices; encryption;
and business continuity concepts
SQL in 10 Minutes, Sams Teach Yourself - Ben Forta 2012-10-25
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Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes, Fourth Edition New full-color
code examples help you see how SQL statements are structured Whether
you're an application developer, database administrator, web application
designer, mobile app developer, or Microsoft Office users, a good
working knowledge of SQL is an important part of interacting with
databases. And Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes offers the
straightforward, practical answers you need to help you do your job.
Expert trainer and popular author Ben Forta teaches you just the parts of
SQL you need to know–starting with simple data retrieval and quickly
going on to more complex topics including the use of joins, subqueries,
stored procedures, cursors, triggers, and table constraints. You'll learn
methodically, systematically, and simply–in 22 short, quick lessons that
will each take only 10 minutes or less to complete. With the Fourth
Edition of this worldwide bestseller, the book has been thoroughly
updated, expanded, and improved. Lessons now cover the latest versions
of IBM DB2, Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle,
PostgreSQL, SQLite, MariaDB, and Apache Open Office Base. And new
full-color SQL code listings help the beginner clearly see the elements
and structure of the language. 10 minutes is all you need to learn how
to... Use the major SQL statements Construct complex SQL statements
using multiple clauses and operators Retrieve, sort, and format database
contents Pinpoint the data you need using a variety of filtering
techniques Use aggregate functions to summarize data Join two or more
related tables Insert, update, and delete data Create and alter database
tables Work with views, stored procedures, and more Table of Contents 1
Understanding SQL 2 Retrieving Data 3 Sorting Retrieved Data 4
Filtering Data 5 Advanced Data Filtering 6 Using Wildcard Filtering 7
Creating Calculated Fields 8 Using Data Manipulation Functions 9
Summarizing Data 10 Grouping Data 11 Working with Subqueries 12
Joining Tables 13 Creating Advanced Joins 14 Combining Queries 15
Inserting Data 16 Updating and Deleting Data 17 Creating and
Manipulating Tables 18 Using Views 19 Working with Stored Procedures
20 Managing Transaction Processing 21 Using Cursors 22
Understanding Advanced SQL Features Appendix A: Sample Table
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Scripts Appendix B: Working in Popular Applications Appendix C : SQL
Statement Syntax Appendix D: Using SQL Datatypes Appendix E: SQL
Reserved Words
Sams Teach Yourself Google AdWords in 10 Minutes - Bud E. Smith
2011-01-13
Sams Teach Yourself Google AdWords in 10 Minutes gives you
straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By
working through its 10-minute lessons, you’ll learn everything you need
to use Google AdWords to find more customers, sell more of your
products and services, and earn higher profits at lower cost! Tips point
out shortcuts and solutions Cautions help you avoid common pitfalls
Notes provide additional information Plain English definitions explain
new terms 10 minutes is all you need to learn how to… Identify goals,
target markets, and demographics Create your AdWords account and
publish your first test ads Write great ads and continually improve your
copy Schedule ads for the right times of day, days of the week, holidays,
and seasons Master AdWords’ tools for managing accounts, bids,
keywords, and ads Choose, fine-tune, and optimize keywords Use
AdWords to complement organic search engine optimization (SEO)
campaigns Use geotargeting and other advanced techniques Profit from
AdWords’ suggestions–and know when to ignore them Utilize AdWords
reporting to improve your ads’ profitability Control spending, manage
cash flow, and reduce costs without impacting results Troubleshoot your
AdWords campaigns
Sams Teach Yourself Google SketchUp 8 in 10 Minutes - Steven
Holzner 2011
A clear, super quick, easy-to-understand guide for new Google SketchUp
users. Fast access to instructions for every common task, plus reliable,
concise answers to the most widely asked questions. Organized into
lessons that distill the most crucial information on each Google SketchUp
topic.
Sams Teach Yourself Windows NT Workstation 4 in 10 Minutes - Sue
Plumley 1999
This book offers straightforward, practical answers for when you need
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fast results. By working through 10-minute lessons, you'll learn
everything you need to know to work quickly and efficiently with
Windows NT Workstation 4. Book jacket.
Sams Teach Yourself Beginning Programming in 24 Hours - Greg
M. Perry 2001
Sams Teach Yourself Beginning Programming in 24 Hours, Second
Edition explains the basics of programming in the successful 24-Hours
format. The book begins with the absolute basics of programming: Why
program? What tools to use? How does a program tell the computer what
to do? It teaches readers how to program the computer and then moves
on by exploring the some most popular programming languages in use.
The author starts by introducing the reader to the Basic language and
finishes with basic programming techniques for Java, C++, and others.
Sams Teach Yourself iPad 2 in 10 Minutes - Bud E. Smith 2011-06-02
Sams Teach Yourself iPad™ 2 in 10 Minutes offers straightforward,
practical answers when you need fast results. By working through 10minute lessons, you’ll learn everything you need to use your iPad 2 to get
online, get apps, use the Web, manage email, use maps, books, photos,
music, video–anything! Each compact lesson zeroes in on essential
techniques, with fast, step-by-step instructions that help you do it right
the first time! Tips point out shortcuts and solutions Cautions help you
avoid common pitfalls Notes provide additional information 10 minutes is
all you need to learn how to… Use FaceTime for personal video phone
calls and conferences Take photos and make video clips with the frontfacing and rear-facing cameras Manage settings for the iPad 2 Use
iTunes to buy and synchronize multimedia—music, videos, movies,
documents and more—between the computer and the iPad 2 Hook up to
external devices such as a camera, a presentation screen, TV, or HDTV.
Use Safari to access the Web Use email of many kinds, including Gmail,
with and without a live connection Manage personal information with the
Calendar, Contacts, and Notes Use the Maps app for local searches and
navigation Get full-screen iPad apps, as well as iPhone-sized apps from
the App Store Use iBooks and the iBooks Store Get and play music on
iPad Use the iWork apps for creating presentations and working with
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numbers Category: iPad Covers: Apple Digital Media User Level:
Beginning
Sams Teach Yourself Google Places in 10 Minutes - Bud E. Smith
2010-10-27
Sams Teach Yourself Google Places in 10 Minutes Sams Teach Yourself
Google Places in 10 Minutes gives you straightforward, practical answers
when you need fast results. By working through its 10-minute lessons,
you’ll learn how to claim your free Google Places business page, improve
it with everything from video to coupons, and attract more new
customers, starting today! Tips point out shortcuts and solutions
Cautions help you avoid common pitfalls Notes provide additional
information 10 minutes is all you need to learn how to… Claim your free
Google Places online business directory page Publish your basic business
information in just minutes Help visitors experience your business with
video, photos, and more Keep your page up-to-date, painlessly Add
detailed directions to your location with Google Maps Generate discount
coupons that attract traffic Encourage rave reviews on Google Places
and Yelp–and respond effectively to online criticism Easily create
powerful in-store cell phone advertising with QR codes Improve your
Google Search rankings Manage online impressions and get detailed
feedback through the Dashboard Build a low-cost Adwords campaign
that integrates with Google Places Register your book at
informit.com/register for convenient access to updates and corrections
as they become available.
Introducing Microsoft Power BI - Alberto Ferrari 2016-07-07
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media,
website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. Introducing Microsoft Power BI enables you to
evaluate when and how to use Power BI. Get inspired to improve
business processes in your company by leveraging the available
analytical and collaborative features of this environment. Be sure to
watch for the publication of Alberto Ferrari and Marco Russo's upcoming
retail book, Analyzing Data with Power BI and Power Pivot for Excel
(ISBN 9781509302765). Go to the book's page at the Microsoft Press
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Store here for more details:http://aka.ms/analyzingdata/details. Learn
more about Power BI at https://powerbi.microsoft.com/.
My iPod touch (covers iPod touch 4th and 5th generation running iOS 6)
- Brad Miser 2012-12-04
Covers iPod touch 4th and 5th Generation running iOS 6 Step-by-step
instructions with callouts to iPod touch photos so that you can see
exactly what to do Help when you run into iPod touch problems or
limitations Tips and Notes to help you get the most from your iPod touch
Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through getting and keeping your
iPod touch working just the way you want. Learn how to: • Connect to
the Internet, Bluetooth devices, Wi-Fi networks, and other iPod touches,
iPhones, and iPads • Use Siri to get information, write texts and emails,
set reminders/appointments, and more just by speaking to your iPod
touch 5th Generation • Customize your iPod touch with folders,
wallpaper, sounds, and much more • Configure and sync your
information, and efficiently manage contacts, reminders, and calendars •
Communicate via FaceTime videoconferences, text messages, and email
• Make the most of Safari to browse the Web and Mail to manage all
your email from one inbox • Listen to music, subscribe and listen to
podcasts, and watch video—including movies and TV shows • Capture
and edit photos and video • Use your photos in slideshows, for wallpaper,
and your contacts, or share them via email, iCloud, and texts; use
PhotoStream to automatically save and share your photos • Find,
download, install, and use awesome iPod touch apps • Take advantage of
iCloud to keep your content and information in sync on all your devices
Sams Teach Yourself Gmail in 10 Minutes - Steven Holzner
2010-09-15
Sams Teach Yourself Gmail in 10 Minutes gives you straightforward,
practical answers when you need fast results. By working through its 10minute lessons, you’ll learn how to take complete control over your
email—and communicate with anyone, anywhere—quickly and easily!
Tips point out shortcuts and solutions Cautions help you avoid common
pitfalls Notes provide additional information 10 minutes is all you need to
learn how to… Create, format, send, read, and manage messages Save
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time with Gmail’s best productivity shortcuts Organize all your email
with a few clicks Quickly find any message with Google’s powerful search
tools Instantly create contacts and quickly send messages to them
Deliver mass mailings to groups of contacts Stay connected with friends
using built-in Google Buzz social networking Have instant online
conversations with built-in Google Chat Improve email efficiency with
automatic forwarding and vacation autoresponder Use Gmail even when
you’re not connected to the Internet
Visual Basic 2015 in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself - James Foxall
2015-08-01
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to build complete,
reliable, and modern Windows applications with Microsoft® Visual
Basic® 2015. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each
lesson builds on what you’ve already learned, giving you a strong
foundation for success with every aspect of VB 2015 development. Notes
present interesting pieces of information. Tips offer advice or teach an
easier way to do something. Cautions advise you about potential
problems and help you steer clear of disaster. Learn How To Master VB
2015 by building a complete feature-rich application Navigate VB 2015
and discover its new shortcuts Work with objects, collections, and events
Build attractive, highly-functional user interfaces Make the most of
forms, controls, modules, and procedures Efficiently store data and
program databases Make decisions in code Use powerful object-oriented
techniques Work with graphics and text files Manipulate filesystems and
the Registry Add email support Create efficient modules and reusable
procedures Interact effectively with users Write code to preview and
print documents Debug with VB 2015’s improved breakpoint features
Distribute your software Download all examples and source code
presented in this book from informit.com/title/9780672337451 as they
become available. Who Should Read This Book Those who have little or
no programming experience or who might be picking up Visual Basic as a
second language. Bug Alert Description: Changing the startup form's
name in a VB WinForms app does not update the "Startup form" #4517
Explanation: In the latest Visual Basic update on GitHub, Microsoft
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accidentally introduced a significant bug that you should be aware of. In
the Visual Basic project properties dialog on one of the tabs
(Application), is a drop down box for selecting the "startup object". This
can be either a Main method or a System.Windows.Forms instance (or
System.Windows.Window for WPF). When you do a rename on a form
(say from the code editor in source or from the solution explorer)
currently set as the startup form the rename doesn't cascade to the
startup object project property cause the project to enter an invalid state
where the user must now manually reset this project property from the
now nonexistent Form to the new name. This is a huge annoyance. The
fix for the bug (until Microsoft addresses) can be found here:
http://www.jamesfoxall.com/teach-visual-basic-2015-errata/
Using Google Apps, Enhanced Edition - Michael Miller 2011-10-07
*** This USING Google Apps book is enhanced with nearly 2 hours of
FREE step-by-step VIDEO TUTORIALS and AUDIO SIDEBARS! ***
Google Apps is a service providing independently, customizable versions
of several Google products under a common domain name, featuring free
applications such as Docs, Spreadsheets, Presentations, Calendar, Gmail,
Talk, Chrome, Dashboard, and more! Google offers a stunning array of
free applications for doing everything from handling your email to
managing your calendar, to serving as a word processor and even as a
spreadsheet program. USING Google Apps is a media-rich learning
experience designed to help new users master Google Apps quickly, and
get the most out of it, fast! EVERY chapter has multiple video and audio
files integrated into the learning material which creates interactive
content that works together to teach everything mainstream Google Apps
users need to know. You’ll Learn How to: - Manage all Your Documents
and Applications Through a Single Web Page - Exchange Documents with
Microsoft Office Users - Create, Edit, Format, and Share Documents with
Google Docs - Collaborate Online, Share Calendars, and Organize Events
- Build Powerful Spreadsheets with Functions, Charts, Forms, and
Gadgets - Deliver In-Person or Internet-Based Presentations - Make the
Most of the Speedy, Efficient Google Chrome Web Browser - Use Gmail
and Google Talk to Communicate More Effectively, and Save Money gmail-in-10-minutes-sams-teach-yourself-sams-teach-yourselfin-10-minutes-paperback

Work with Google Apps Even if You’re Disconnected from the Internet Save Money by Using Google Apps in Your Business Examples of Topics
Covered in VIDEO TUTORIALS, which Walk You Through Tasks You’ve
Just Got to See! - Use Google Calendar to Manage Events and Tasks that
Everyone in Your Family and Business Can See - Collaborate on One
Document Using Google Doc's Group Editing Features - Master Formula
and Functions in Google Spreadsheets Examples of Topics Covered in
AUDIO SIDEBARS, which Deliver Insights Straight From the Experts! Learn How Google Docs Compares to Microsoft Office - Learn the Pros
and Cons of Web-based Email (Gmail) vs. Traditional POP Email (e.g.
Outlook) - How does Google Chrome Stack up Against Industry Bully,
Internet Explorer? Please note that due to the incredibly rich media
included in your Enhanced eBook, you may experience longer download
times. Please be patient while your product is delivered. This Enhanced
eBook has been developed to match the Apple Enhanced eBook
specifications for the iPad and may not render well on older iPhones or
iPods or perform on other devices or reader applications.
Gmail in 10 Minutes, Sams Teach Yourself - Michael R. Miller
2014-09-30
Sams Teach Yourself Gmail in 10 Minutes, Second Edition , gives you
straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. Work
through its 10-minute lessons to make the most of the world’s most
powerful and popular email system! This book will show you how to send
and receive email from any web browser or smartphone using Gmail.
You’ll learn how to send pictures and other file attachments, add a
signature to your outgoing messages, and customize Gmail for your own
personal use. You’ll even learn how to create and organize your Gmail
contacts! Tips point out shortcuts and solutions. Cautions help you avoid
common pitfalls. Notes provide additional information. 10 minutes is all
you need to learn how to... Create, send, receive, read, forward, and
reply to emails Format your email to be more attractive--and effective
Include pictures, web links, and file attachments Add an email signature
to all your messages Organize stored messages and flag important ones
Work with Gmail offline Store information about people, businesses, and
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organizations Automate how Gmail handles specific messages Use
Vacation Responder to tell contacts you’re away Customize Gmail’s
appearance and behavior Deal with annoying spam Participate in free
Hangout video chats Use Gmail on your smartphone or tablet
Flask Web Development - Miguel Grinberg 2018-03-05
Take full creative control of your web applications with Flask, the
Python-based microframework. With the second edition of this hands-on
book, you’ll learn the framework from the ground up by developing, stepby-step, a real-world project created by author Miguel Grinberg. This
refreshed edition accounts for important technology changes that have
occurred in the past three years. You’ll learn the framework’s core
functionality, as well as how to extend applications with advanced web
techniques such as database migration and web service communication.
The first part of each chapter provides you with reference and
background for the topic in question, while the second part guides you
though a hands-on implementation of the topic. If you have Python
experience, this book shows you how to take advantage of the creative
freedom Flask provides.
Gmail Tips, Tricks, and Tools - Patrice-Anne Rutledge 2015-02-19
Supercharge Gmail to streamline your inbox, increase your email
productivity, and save hours a week! Managing daily email is a timewasting distraction for many, but in today's connected world it's a
business necessity. Gmail Tips, Tricks, and Tools shows you how to take
control of your inbox with a simple, four-step process for resolving email
overwhelm, designed specifically for Gmail users. This fully illustrated,
easy-to-read guide first teaches you to become a Gmail power user and
then introduces you to a variety of third-party tools that extend the
power of Gmail even further. After a quick refresher on Gmail basics,
Gmail Tips, Tricks, and Tools shows you how to --Master time-savings
techniques for managing email and increasing email productivity -Organize your Gmail inbox with stars, labels, and filters --Activate Gmail
Labs features, including canned responses, multiple inboxes, quick links,
and smart labels --Maximize the productivity potential of the Inbox by
Gmail app with reminders, bundles, snoozing, pinning, and sweeping -gmail-in-10-minutes-sams-teach-yourself-sams-teach-yourselfin-10-minutes-paperback

Extend the power of Gmail with third-party tools such as IFTTT and
Zapier for email automation, Batched Inbox for batching email arrival,
and FollowUpThen for powerful, customizable email reminders -Discover Gmail browser extensions, such as Sidekick by HubSpot for
scheduling and tracking messages, FullContact for analyzing your
contacts, ActiveInbox for sophisticated task management, and Gmelius
for boosting productivity and enhancing privacy
Python for Data Analysis - Wes McKinney 2017-09-25
Get complete instructions for manipulating, processing, cleaning, and
crunching datasets in Python. Updated for Python 3.6, the second edition
of this hands-on guide is packed with practical case studies that show
you how to solve a broad set of data analysis problems effectively. You’ll
learn the latest versions of pandas, NumPy, IPython, and Jupyter in the
process. Written by Wes McKinney, the creator of the Python pandas
project, this book is a practical, modern introduction to data science
tools in Python. It’s ideal for analysts new to Python and for Python
programmers new to data science and scientific computing. Data files
and related material are available on GitHub. Use the IPython shell and
Jupyter notebook for exploratory computing Learn basic and advanced
features in NumPy (Numerical Python) Get started with data analysis
tools in the pandas library Use flexible tools to load, clean, transform,
merge, and reshape data Create informative visualizations with
matplotlib Apply the pandas groupby facility to slice, dice, and
summarize datasets Analyze and manipulate regular and irregular time
series data Learn how to solve real-world data analysis problems with
thorough, detailed examples
My LinkedIn - Patrice-Anne Rutledge 2014
Describes how to use LinkedIn, an online network of professionals used
for job hunting and networking.
MongoDB: The Definitive Guide - Kristina Chodorow 2013-05-10
Manage the huMONGOus amount of data collected through your web
application with MongoDB. This authoritative introduction—written by a
core contributor to the project—shows you the many advantages of using
document-oriented databases, and demonstrates how this reliable, high7/12
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performance system allows for almost infinite horizontal scalability. This
updated second edition provides guidance for database developers,
advanced configuration for system administrators, and an overview of
the concepts and use cases for other people on your project. Ideal for
NoSQL newcomers and experienced MongoDB users alike, this guide
provides numerous real-world schema design examples. Get started with
MongoDB core concepts and vocabulary Perform basic write operations
at different levels of safety and speed Create complex queries, with
options for limiting, skipping, and sorting results Design an application
that works well with MongoDB Aggregate data, including counting,
finding distinct values, grouping documents, and using MapReduce
Gather and interpret statistics about your collections and databases Set
up replica sets and automatic failover in MongoDB Use sharding to scale
horizontally, and learn how it impacts applications Delve into monitoring,
security and authentication, backup/restore, and other administrative
tasks
Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes - Ben Forta 2004
Explains how to use Structured Query Language to work within a
relational database system, including information retrieval, security, data
manipulation, and user management.
Computers in Libraries - 2007
Sams Teach Yourself Foursquare in 10 Minutes - Tris Hussey 2011-01-10
A clear, super quick, easy-to-understand guide for new Foursquare users
Foursquare is a location based social network for mobile devices that
incorporates gaming elements With more than 1 million users it is
verging on breaking out into the mainstream This is the first book on
Foursquare from a major publisher Foursquare currently has iPhone,
Android, webOS, Windows Phone 7, and BlackBerry applications
Foursquare is a location based social network that incorporates gaming
elements. It is the most popular location-based site of its kind and with
more than 1 million users it is verging on mainstream adoption. Sams
Teach Yourself Foursquare in 10 Minutes offers straightforward,
practical answers for fast results. By working through the 10-minute ,
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you will learn everything you need to know to quickly and easily master
the popular location-based social network, Foursquare. Step-by-step
instructions walk you through the most common questions, issues, and
tasks... "Did You Know?" tips offer insider advice and shortcuts... "Watch
Out!" alerts help you avoid problems. Sams Teach Yourself Foursquare in
10 Minutes will provide beginner and experienced users with fast at a
glance tips pointing out helpful shortcuts and solutions, cautions to help
avoid common Foursquare pitfalls, and is written in a clear easy to
understand format. Topics include: " What Foursquare is and how it is
different from other social media sites " How to create your account "
How to find friends and connect with people you already know " How to
earn points, badges, and mayorships " How to use Foursquare on your
mobile device " How to have fun with Foursquare " How businesses are
using Foursquare " How to maintain your privacy and safety
My Google Chromebook - Michael Miller 2019-08-12
Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through doing exactly what you
want with your Chromebook"--Back cover.
Sams Teach Yourself JavaScript in 24 Hours - Michael Moncur
2006-06-21
JavaScript is one of the easiest, most straightforward ways to enhance a
website with interactivity. Sams Teach Yourself JavaScript in 24 Hours,
4th Edition serves as an easy-to-understand tutorial on both scripting
basics and JavaScript itself. The book is written in a clear and personable
style with an extensive use of practical, complete examples. It also
includes material on the latest developments in JavaScript and web
scripting. You will learn how to use JavaScript to enhance web pages
with interactive forms, objects, and cookies, as well as how to use
JavaScript to work with games, animation, and multimedia.
Sams Teach Yourself C++ in 24 Hours - Jesse Liberty 2011-04-11
Starter Kit Includes C++ compiler and IDE for Windows, Mac & Linux In
just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you can learn the basics of
programming with C++–one of the most popular and powerful
programming languages ever created. Using a straightforward, step-bystep approach, this fast and friendly tutorial teaches you everything you
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need to know, from installing and using a compiler, to debugging the
programs you’ve created, to what’s coming in C++0x, the next version of
C++. Each lesson builds on what you’ve already learned, giving you a
solid understanding of the basics of C++ programming concepts and
techniques. Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the
most common C++ programming tasks Quizzes and Exercises at the end
of each chapter help you test yourself to make sure you’re ready to go on
Starter Kit software provides everything you need to create and compile
C++ programs on any platform–Windows, Mac or Linux Learn how to…
Install and use a C++ compiler for Windows, Mac OS X or Linux Build
object-oriented programs in C++ Master core C++ concepts such as
functions, classes, arrays, and pointers Add rich functionality with linked
lists and templates Debug your programs for flawless code Learn
exception and error-handling techniques Discover what’s new in C++0x,
the next version of C++ Jesse Liberty is the author of numerous books on
software development, including best selling titles on C++ and .NET. He
is the president of Liberty Associates, Inc. where he provides custom
programming, consulting, and training. Rogers Cadenhead is a web
application developer who has written many books on Internet-related
topics, including Teach Yourself Java in 24 Hours. He maintains this
book’s official website at http://cplusplus.cadenhead.org. CD-ROM
Includes C++ compiler Visual development environment for Windows,
Mac and Linux Source code for the book’s examples Register your book
at informit.com/register for convenient access to updates and corrections
as they become available.
Waking Up - Sam Harris 2014-09-09
For the millions of Americans who want spirituality without religion, Sam
Harris’s latest New York Times bestseller is a guide to meditation as a
rational practice informed by neuroscience and psychology. From Sam
Harris, neuroscientist and author of numerous New York Times
bestselling books, Waking Up is for the twenty percent of Americans who
follow no religion but who suspect that important truths can be found in
the experiences of such figures as Jesus, the Buddha, Lao Tzu, Rumi, and
the other saints and sages of history. Throughout this book, Harris
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argues that there is more to understanding reality than science and
secular culture generally allow, and that how we pay attention to the
present moment largely determines the quality of our lives. Waking Up is
part memoir and part exploration of the scientific underpinnings of
spirituality. No other book marries contemplative wisdom and modern
science in this way, and no author other than Sam Harris—a scientist,
philosopher, and famous skeptic—could write it.
My Google Apps - Patrice-Anne Rutledge 2015-05-23
My Google Apps Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through doing
exactly what you want with Google Apps. Learn how to: Use Google Apps
to reduce technology expenses and grow your business Choose the best
Google Apps version for your needs Quickly activate and customize your
account Give your users customized email that uses your domain, not
gmail.com Connect Gmail to your smartphone so your email and
schedule always go with you Create, format, edit, print, and collaborate
on documents with Docs Track and analyze your data with Sheets Create
presentations with Slides and present anywhere via the Internet Cut
travel costs: run video meetings online with Google Hangouts Improve
project collaboration with a shared Sites workspace Efficiently manage
and share your schedule with Calendar Store and share your files for
secure anytime/anywhere access Sync your files between your PC or Mac
and Google Drive in the cloud Use Vault to archive content and activity
for compliance or other legal reasons COVERS: Gmail, Calendar, Drive,
Docs, Sheets, Slides, Hangouts, Sites, Vault Step-by-step instructions
with callouts to new Google Apps screenshots that show you exactly what
to do. Help when you run into Google Apps problems or limitations. Tips
and Notes to help you get the most from Google Apps.
Sams Teach Yourself iPad in 10 Minutes - Bud E. Smith 2010-07-28
Sams Teach Yourself iPad™ in 10 Minutes offers straightforward,
practical answers when you need fast results. By working through 10minute lessons, you’ll learn everything you need to use your iPad to get
online, get apps, use the Web, manage email, use maps, books, photos,
music, video—anything! Each compact lesson zeroes in on essential
techniques, with fast, step-by-step instructions that help you do it right
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the first time! Tips point out shortcuts and solutions Cautions help you
avoid common pitfalls Notes provide additional information 10 minutes is
all you need to learn how to… Make the Home screen an efficient control
center for your iPad Get online with Wi-Fi or 3G cellular connections Get
iPad and iPhone apps, including paid and free apps Surf the Web Receive
and send email from as many accounts as you need Use maps, books,
music, photos, video, and more!
Sams Teach Yourself Samsung GALAXY Tab in 10 Minutes - James
Floyd Kelly 2011-03-08
Sams Teach Yourself Samsung Galaxy Tab" in 10 Minutes offers
straightforward, practical answers for fast results. By working through
the 10-minute lessons, you'll learn everything you need to know to
quickly and easily get up to speed on the Samsung GALAXY Tab. Step-bystep instructions walk you through the most common questions, issues,
and tasks... "Did You Know?" tips offer insider advice and shortcuts...
"Watch Out!" alerts help you avoid problems. Sams Teach Yourself
Samsung Galaxy Tab" in 10 Minutes will provide beginner and
experienced users with fast at a glance tips pointing out helpful shortcuts
and solutions, cautions to help avoid common Samsung Galaxy Tab
pitfalls, and is written in a clear easy to understand format. The Galaxy
Tab offers the following features, all of which are covered in this book: "
Integrated webcam " 3 megapixel camera " Built-in GPS " Expandable
memory (up to 32GB) " Adobe Flash support " Android 2.2 operating
system and the Android Market (for apps) " 3G support (carrier
independent) and WiFi support Running the Android 2.2 Froyo operating
system, the Galaxy Tab provides the consumer access to over 80,000
apps in the Android Market, along with access to digital books (via
Amazon.com, for example), including the ePub format.
Sams Teach Yourself Gmail in 10 Minutes - Michael Miller 2014-09
This guide gives you straightforward, practical answers when you need
fast results. Work through its 10-minute lessons to make the most of the
world's most powerful and popular email system! Learn how to send and
receive email from any web browser or smartphone using Gmail, how to
send pictures and other file attachments, add a signature to your
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outgoing messages, and customize Gmail for your own personal use.
You'll even learn how to create and organize your Gmail contacts!
Learning PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, and CSS - Robin Nixon 2012-08-27
Learn how to build interactive, data-driven websites—even if you don’t
have any previous programming experience. If you know how to build
static sites with HTML, this popular guide will help you tackle dynamic
web programming. You’ll get a thorough grounding in today’s core open
source technologies: PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, and CSS. Explore each
technology separately, learn how to combine them, and pick up valuable
web programming concepts along the way, including objects, XHTML,
cookies, and session management. This book provides review questions
in each chapter to help you apply what you’ve learned. Learn PHP
essentials and the basics of object-oriented programming Master MySQL,
from database structure to complex queries Create web pages with PHP
and MySQL by integrating forms and other HTML features Learn
JavaScript fundamentals, from functions and event handling to accessing
the Document Object Model Pick up CSS basics for formatting and
styling your web pages Turn your website into a highly dynamic
environment with Ajax calls Upload and manipulate files and images,
validate user input, and secure your applications Explore a working
example that brings all of the ingredients together
Sams Teach Yourself Android Application Development in 24 Hours Lauren Darcey 2012
Offers software developers step-by-step instructions on how to create
and distribute their first marketable, professional Android application.
My Motorola Xoom - James Floyd Kelly 2011-07-07
My Motorola Xoom™ Complete Walkthroughs with callouts to Xoom
photos that show you exactly what to do Tips and Advice when you run
into Xoom problems or limitations Dozens of App Recommendations to
help you get the most from your Xoom Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk
you through getting and keeping your Xoom working just the way you
want. Learn how to: • Connect your Xoom to a WiFi network • Check
email accounts and browse the web • Read eBooks and listen to music •
Take photos and shoot video with the built-in cameras • Play some fun
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and addictive games • Never get lost with built-in GPS navigation and
maps • Stay in touch with webchat and Instant Messaging • Turn your
Xoom into a great personal assistant • Put dozens of Google’s free
services to work • Use accessories to extend your Xoom’s capabilities
Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS, and JavaScript All in One - Julie C.
Meloni 2011-11-21
Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS and JavaScript All in One The all-in-one
HTML, CSS and JavaScript beginner's guide: covering the three most
important languages for web development. Covers everything beginners
need to know about the HTML and CSS standards and today's JavaScript
and Ajax libraries - all in one book, for the first time Integrated, wellorganized coverage expertly shows how to use all these key technologies
together Short, simple lessons teach hands-on skills readers can apply
immediately By best-selling author Julie Meloni Mastering HTML, CSS,
and JavaScript is vital for any beginning web developer - and the
importance of these technologies is growing as web development moves
away from proprietary alternatives such as Flash. Sams Teach Yourself
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript All in One brings together everything
beginners need to build powerful web applications with the HTML and
CSS standards and the latest JavaScript and Ajax libraries. With this
book, beginners can get all the modern web development knowledge you
need from one expert source. Bestselling author Julie Meloni (Sams
Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One) teaches simply and
clearly, through brief, hands-on lessons focused on knowledge you can
apply immediately. Meloni covers all the building blocks of practical web
design and development, integrating new techniques and features into
every chapter. Each lesson builds on what's come before, showing you
exactly how to use HTML, CSS, and JavaScript together to create great
web sites.
All In Startup - Diana Kander 2014-06-30
If Owen Chase can't find a way to turn his company around in thenext
nine days, he'll be forced to shut it down and lay off all ofhis employees.
He has incurred substantial debt and his marriage ison shaky ground.
Through pure happenstance, Owen finds himself pondering thisproblem
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while advancing steadily as a contestant at the WorldSeries of Poker. His
Las Vegas path quickly introduces him toSamantha, a beautiful and
mysterious mentor with a revolutionaryapproach to entrepreneurship.
Sam is a fountain of knowledge thatmay save his company, but her
sexual advances might prove too muchfor Owen's struggling marriage.
All In Startup is more than just a novel about eschewingtemptation and
fighting to save a company. It is a lifeline forentrepreneurs who are
thinking about launching a new idea or forthose who have already
started but can't seem to generate thetraction they were expecting.
Entrepreneurs who achieve success in the new economy do so using
anew "scientific method" of innovation. All In Startupdemonstrates why
four counterintuitive principles separatesuccessful entrepreneurs from
the wanna-preneurs who bounce fromidea to idea, unable to generate
real revenue. You will likely get only one opportunity in your life to go
"allin" in on an idea: to quit your job, talk your spouse into lettingyou
drain the savings account, and follow your dream. All InStartup will
prepare you for that "all in" moment and makesure that you push your
chips into the middle only when the oddsare in your favor. This book
holds the keys to significantlyde-risking your idea so that your success
appears almostlucky. Join Owen and Sam for this one-of-a-kind journey
that will set youon the right path for when it's your turn to put
everything on theline.
I'm Glad My Mom Died - Jennette McCurdy 2022-08-09
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER #1 INTERNATIONAL
BESTSELLER A heartbreaking and hilarious memoir by iCarly and Sam
& Cat star Jennette McCurdy about her struggles as a former child
actor—including eating disorders, addiction, and a complicated
relationship with her overbearing mother—and how she retook control of
her life. Jennette McCurdy was six years old when she had her first
acting audition. Her mother’s dream was for her only daughter to
become a star, and Jennette would do anything to make her mother
happy. So she went along with what Mom called “calorie restriction,”
eating little and weighing herself five times a day. She endured extensive
at-home makeovers while Mom chided, “Your eyelashes are invisible,
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okay? You think Dakota Fanning doesn’t tint hers?” She was even
showered by Mom until age sixteen while sharing her diaries, email, and
all her income. In I’m Glad My Mom Died, Jennette recounts all this in
unflinching detail—just as she chronicles what happens when the dream
finally comes true. Cast in a new Nickelodeon series called iCarly, she is
thrust into fame. Though Mom is ecstatic, emailing fan club moderators
and getting on a first-name basis with the paparazzi (“Hi Gale!”),
Jennette is riddled with anxiety, shame, and self-loathing, which manifest
into eating disorders, addiction, and a series of unhealthy relationships.
These issues only get worse when, soon after taking the lead in the
iCarly spinoff Sam & Cat alongside Ariana Grande, her mother dies of
cancer. Finally, after discovering therapy and quitting acting, Jennette
embarks on recovery and decides for the first time in her life what she
really wants. Told with refreshing candor and dark humor, I’m Glad My
Mom Died is an inspiring story of resilience, independence, and the joy of
shampooing your own hair.
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Sams Teach Yourself Google Buzz in 10 Minutes - Steven Holzner
2010-07-16
Sams Teach Yourself Google Buzz in 10 Minutes gives you
straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By
working through its 10-minute lessons, you’ll learn everything you need
to use Google Buzz to stay connected with friends, coworkers, associates,
neighbors, groups...everyone you care about! Tips point out shortcuts
and solutions Cautions help you avoid common pitfalls Notes provide
additional information Plain English definitions explain new terms 10
minutes is all you need to learn how to... Follow other people with Buzz
and let them follow you Post Buzz for your followers to see Read
comments about your Buzz posts—and comment on others’ posts
Instantly share links, photos, and videos with Buzz Connect Buzz with
Flickr, Picasa, or Google Reader Display your public Twitter tweets on
Buzz Use Buzz with Chat Take advantage of Google’s complete
integration between Buzz and Gmail Troubleshoot problems with Buzz
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